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1. Introduction {#celc201801146-sec-0001}
===============

Electrical double‐layer capacitors (EDLCs), also often called electrochemical capacitors or supercapacitors (in fact -- the latter is not recommended), demonstrate a high specific power (in W/kg), but moderate specific energy (in Wh/kg) in comparison with Li‐ion batteries and other redox‐based technologies.[1](#celc201801146-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#celc201801146-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Electrostatic type of energy storage and lack of the structural changes in the electrode material ensures excellent cycle life of \>100 000 cycles, which is much higher than for Li‐ion batteries (\<5 000 cycles).[3](#celc201801146-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#celc201801146-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#celc201801146-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#celc201801146-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#celc201801146-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#celc201801146-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#celc201801146-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} The further development of EDLCs is today oriented towards enhancement of gravimetric/volumetric energy[10](#celc201801146-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#celc201801146-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#celc201801146-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#celc201801146-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} while retaining their high cyclability. Among the various approaches proposed to date,[6](#celc201801146-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"},[14](#celc201801146-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#celc201801146-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#celc201801146-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#celc201801146-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#celc201801146-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} hybrid concepts such as merging advantages of Li‐ion and capacitive technologies appear suitable for applications requiring energy storage, but with strict space/mass limitations.[19](#celc201801146-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#celc201801146-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#celc201801146-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#celc201801146-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#celc201801146-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#celc201801146-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} Although the specific and volumetric energy density can be remarkably improved,[25](#celc201801146-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} their cyclability and impact on the environment is still unsatisfactory. For that reason, carbon‐based capacitors with aqueous electrolytes characterized by moderate specific energy, but long cycle life, are recognized as interesting systems.[26](#celc201801146-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#celc201801146-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#celc201801146-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} By definition, electrostatic attraction of ions at the electrode/electrolyte interface should not affect the electrode properties and the performance fade over cycling should be negligible. In the real systems, however, electrode damage, loss of electric contact between active material and current collector, electrolyte decomposition, parasitic reactions and many other factors contribute to the gradual capacitor failure.[29](#celc201801146-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} As the limits of purely capacitive energy storage seem to be reached,[6](#celc201801146-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"},[9](#celc201801146-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#celc201801146-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"},[30](#celc201801146-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#celc201801146-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#celc201801146-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#celc201801146-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#celc201801146-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} identifying and understanding the reasons of performance fade is one of the most critical issues in further development of capacitor technology.[35](#celc201801146-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#celc201801146-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#celc201801146-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#celc201801146-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#celc201801146-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} Nonetheless, ageing investigations are time‐consuming and usually hamper the development EDLCs and require a testing time for several thousands of cycles to determine the lifetime.[35](#celc201801146-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} Cell lifetime is generally accepted to end when either 20 % of capacitance loss or initial resistance increase by 100 % has occurred.[40](#celc201801146-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}

Several procedures have been proposed in order to increase the time efficiency and accelerate the ageing of EDLCs for cycle‐life evaluations.[35](#celc201801146-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"},[41](#celc201801146-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#celc201801146-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} Floating tests[43](#celc201801146-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} have among the various approaches been widely employed to study EDLC ageing, either by simply holding a constant maximum voltage *U~max~* or by mixing voltage holding and galvanostatic cycling.[29](#celc201801146-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"},[35](#celc201801146-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"},[42](#celc201801146-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"},[44](#celc201801146-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#celc201801146-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#celc201801146-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} For instance, Weingarth et al. compared the ageing efficiency of voltage holding test and respective galvanostatic cycling test on EDLCs with an ionic liquid electrolyte \[EMIM\]\[BF~4~\].[40](#celc201801146-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} They demonstrated that EDLCs could maintain the capacitance over 12 000 cycles between 0--3.75 V, while the capacitance fading is clearly observed after the voltage holding process at *U*=3.75 V for 300 hours. On the contrary, results of Avasarala et al. and our previous study suggested that repeated cycling seems to be more harmful to the electrode integrity compared to the floating test.[47](#celc201801146-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#celc201801146-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} The formation and removal rates of oxygen‐containing surface species appeared to be higher during cycling compared to floating tests and were current‐dependent, e.g., the degradation was pronounced under constant current conditions.

Whether floating test and cycling test lead to the same ageing processes is hitherto unknown and intensively debated. Definitely, both techniques provoke the performance fade, but different phenomena contributing to the final system failure might be stimulated and the conclusions are not comparable. The most insightful approach would require the application of both techniques but considering the time‐consuming character of these investigations a selection between the two is usually necessary. On the one hand, electrochemical capacitors are supposed to operate over thousands of cycles; hence, typical cycling procedures appear to be the most appropriate. On the other hand, their high‐power performance is demonstrated at high voltages, which could be exploited in practical systems, thus closer mimicking the floating test operation conditions. The time at high voltage during cycling is certainly shorter than for the floating and a fully reversed polarization during discharge might restore the system and prolong the cycle life. The nature, rate, onset potential, and extent of various degradation mechanisms involving both the electrode and the electrolyte under both cycling and floating need to be further investigated. Although the failure modes of non‐aqueous EDLCs have been already well addressed in the literature,[29](#celc201801146-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"},[36](#celc201801146-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"},[44](#celc201801146-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"},[49](#celc201801146-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} there is a general lack of understanding the ageing phenomena of aqueous electrolyte based EDLCs.

The aim of present work is to elucidate ageing processes and evaluate the long‐term stability of aqueous EDLCs under galvanostatic cycling and floating test procedures by employing state‐of‐the‐art *post‐mortem* and *operando* experimental techniques. In our study, we have reported for the first time the differences in the internal pressure variation (*operando*), dependently on the procedure applied. Furthermore, we have examined the electrode textural properties after various ageing procedures. It is demonstrated that modifications of one technique (like current load) might provoke different ageing mechanisms.

**Experimental** {#celc201801146-sec-0002}
================

Materials and Cell Assembly {#celc201801146-sec-0003}
---------------------------

Carbon electrodes were prepared from the activated carbon fabric (ACC 507‐20, Kynol, Germany) with diameters of 14 mm (m=18±0.3 mg) for *operando* pressure cell analysis and 18 mm (m=30±0.3 mg) for Online Electrochemical Mass Spectrometry (OEMS) cell analysis, respectively. The employed electrolyte was 1 mol/L Li~2~SO~4~, which was prepared by dissolving analytical quality Li~2~SO~4~ salt (\>99.99%, Sigma‐Aldrich, Switzerland) in distilled water. The cells were assembled in a symmetric configuration containing two identical activated carbon electrodes, a layer of glass fiber separator (Whatman GF/C), and a fixed amount of 1 mol/L Li~2~SO~4~ electrolyte (0.2 mL for pressure analysis cell and 0.25 mL for the OEMS cell).

The Cycling and Voltage Holding Test Procedure {#celc201801146-sec-0004}
----------------------------------------------

Cycling and voltage holding protocols were pursued with a precision computer controlled potentiostat/galvanostat (CCCC hardware, Astrol Electronic, Switzerland). The galvanostatic cycling tests at either 0.2A/g or 0.5 A/g were performed in a cell voltage window of 0--1.6, 0--1.8, and 0--2.0 V. The voltage holding tests were applied with a cut‐off voltage at 1.6, 1.8, and 2.0 V. In addition, accelerated ageing protocol combining the galvanostatic cycling (0.2 A/g) with voltage holding process (cut‐off at 1.6, 1.8, and 2.0 V) was applied in order to simulate the practical ageing process.[42](#celc201801146-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} Please note, the employed carbon electrode material and the short‐term electrochemical response of symmetric EDLCs based on the same lithium‐sulfate aqueous electrolyte were already well characterized by us[47](#celc201801146-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#celc201801146-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}‐[51](#celc201801146-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} and others.[42](#celc201801146-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#celc201801146-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}

It should be pointed out that in the test performed in the study, the final state of health of the capacitor was different, since we decided to perform all the testing procedures with no limit for end‐of‐life criteria. Such approach allowed us to eliminate the influence of the experiment time (to be further compared between the techniques and the cut‐off voltages). Furthermore, it allowed for elucidation of the dynamics of the performance fade after reaching the standard end‐of‐life criteria.

Post‐Mortem Electrode Analysis {#celc201801146-sec-0005}
------------------------------

In order to perform the *post‐mortem* electrode analysis, symmetric EDLC cells were disassembled in ambient environment after either cycling or floating test. Carbon electrodes were taken out from the cell and then washed with distilled water to remove the residual electrolyte. Afterwards, washed carbon electrodes were dried at 120 °C under vacuum for 12 hours before the electrode characterization.

The characterization methods of carbon electrodes have been presented in our previous studies.[47](#celc201801146-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"},[50](#celc201801146-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#celc201801146-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} In brief, nitrogen adsorption isotherms of activated carbon electrodes were measured by ASAP 2020 analyzer (Micromeritics, USA) at 77K. Specific surface areas of carbon were estimated by applying Brunauer‐Emmett‐Teller (BET) models. Pore size distribution and pore volumes were computed with non‐local density functional theory (2D NL DFT) method.[52](#celc201801146-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#celc201801146-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} Temperature‐programmed desorption (TPD) method was employed to characterize surface functionalities of activated carbon after cell ageing.[46](#celc201801146-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#celc201801146-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} Elemental analysis (VarioMicroCube, Elementar, Germany) indicated the carbon and oxygen content in pristine and *post‐mortem* electrodes.

*Operando* gas Analysis {#celc201801146-sec-0006}
-----------------------

The components and working principles of the *operando* gas analysis techniques have been introduced elsewhere.[47](#celc201801146-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"},[51](#celc201801146-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"},[54](#celc201801146-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#celc201801146-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} Briefly, an *operando* pressure analysis cell has two major components, i.e., an electrochemical cell and a pressure transducer. The electrochemical cell is a coin type cell in which the internal cell pressure is continuously measured by a pressure sensor. OEMS set‐up is based on an electrochemical cell (also noted as OEMS cell) and a mass spectrometer (MS). Unlike the pressure analysis cell, OEMS cell has an open cell configuration, allowing Ar gas flows through the cell and carries the electrochemically evolved gas species to the MS. For all *operando* gas analysis, 3 hours of equilibrium time was fixed and set before electrochemical cycling in order to obtain a stable background.

2. Results and Discussion {#celc201801146-sec-0007}
=========================

Long‐term cell performance evaluations were pursued in order to investigate the behaviour of EDLCs subjected to accelerated ageing test protocols, such as electrochemical galvanostatic cycling or floating conditions.

The development of capacitance and equivalent distribution resistance (EDR) were monitored during either 10 cycling sequences (Figure [1](#celc201801146-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A, 1 sequence=1000 charge/discharge cycles) or 50 floating sequences (Figure [1](#celc201801146-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}B, 1 sequence=2 hours voltage holding at *U~max~*). Under the electrochemical cycling conditions (0.2 A/g), the initial specific capacitance of 106 F/g is reduced by 20 % after the second sequence (ca. 450 h) and an accelerated capacitance fading occurs after 4 sequences. The fading rate depends as expected on the applied cut‐off voltage *U~max~*: the higher the *U~max~*, the stronger the driving force for detrimental electrochemical side‐reactions (as further investigated below) and the shorter the EDLC cycle lifetime. The capacitance retention could be markedly improved ‐ while maintaining the same *U~max~* -- simply by increasing the applied charge/discharge current (0.5 A/g, Figure [1](#celc201801146-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A), thus reducing the time during which the EDLC is exposed to high cell polarizations. Although a high current load might provoke electrode damage caused by temperature increase, binder decomposition, etc., several side reactions of faradaic origin may be suppressed by their insufficient kinetics. The capacitance loss could largely be related to increase in cell impedance as both the EDR and equivalent series resistance (ESR) profiles (Figure S1A,B in supplementary information) were observed to correlate with the cell capacitance. One should however note that the initial capacitance fade is noticeably slower while a well‐pronounced ESR increase is observed. Possibly a structural change of the electrode occurs initially involving electrode potential equilibration and hydrogen electrosorption, which will be discussed further below.

![Capacitance and EDR evolution profiles for EDLCs aged under (A) cycling at 0.2 A/g and (B) voltage holding conditions at cut‐off voltages *U~max~* of 1.6 (blue hollow square and circle), 1.8 (black hollow square and circle), and 2.0 V (red hollow square and circle), respectively. Capacitance and EDR evolution profiles of EDLCs cycling at 0.5 A/g are also included (green hollow square and circle). 1 cycling sequence=1000 charge/discharge cycles and 1 floating sequence=2 hours voltage holding at *U~max~*.](CELC-6-566-g001){#celc201801146-fig-0001}

Under the electrochemical floating conditions, the initial specific capacitance of 106 F/g is reduced by 20 % already after 60 hours (as compared to ca. 450 hours during cycling conditions). Generally, it has already been concluded in previous studies that holding the voltage at high cell polarizations for extended periods of time clearly deteriorates the cell performance more time‐dependent compared to normal cycling in the same voltage window.[42](#celc201801146-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"},[46](#celc201801146-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}

It might be concluded that the capacitance drop does not follow the changes of the EDR straightforwardly, hence, the reason of the performance fade must be different. For instance, the capacitance decay for all cut‐off voltages is similar for initial sequences of cycling and floating, however, the evolution of EDR is dramatically different. Interestingly, the performance for the cut‐off voltage of 1.6 V reached by 0.2 and 0.5 Ag^−1^ reflects different profile for EDR development. It clearly indicates that higher current load is less harmful for the capacitor performance because of the higher ohmic drop during polarization change. This tendency has been preserved till the end of the cycling sequence. This furthermore suggests that the capacitor state of health is different at the end of the sequence. This observation must be followed by the post‐mortem analysis of the electrodes in order to evaluate the loss of the specific surface area and oxygen content, assumed to differ significantly.

As expected, the most dramatic capacitance decay has been observed for the capacitor cut‐off voltage of 2.0 V (after 6^th^ cycling sequence). The capacitance loss was accompanied by the remarkable increase of the EDR, most likely caused by the internal pressure increase. Similar tendency was observed for the floating test -- the EDR started to increase after 10^th^ voltage hold sequence.

Similarly to the conclusions above, the higher the holding voltage, the stronger the driving force for electrochemically initiated side‐reactions and the more rapid the capacity fade. However, when comparing the evolution of the capacitance and impedance of the cells, several important differences are observed. First, capacity loss and impedance increase initiate immediately upon cycling (Figure [1](#celc201801146-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A), while the cell performance during floating remains virtually constant during the first ∼10 floating sequences.

Secondly, both the capacitance loss and cell impedance display a monotonic increase during cycling whereas the impedance appears to level off during floating in spite of a continuous capacity fade. In conclusion, several adverse side‐reactions are at play during high cell polarizations, which are most likely different in both nature and extent during the electrochemical cycling and floating conditions. In order to investigate these ageing processes further, we investigated the gas evolution inside the cell by *operando* pressure measurements.

Figure [2](#celc201801146-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A presents the voltage and current profiles along with the internal pressure development of the EDLC subjected to a mixed accelerated ageing test. Each sequence is based on five galvanostatic cycles (0.2 A/g, 0\<*U*\<2.0 V) combined with a potentiostatic step at 2.0 V for 2 hours, during which the leakage current is recorded. The corresponding 1.6 V and 1.8 V cut‐off voltage experiments are shown in Figure S2. Cell pressure increases immediately after the equilibration time as a result of electrochemically initiated gas evolution. The evolving gases were previously mainly observed to be H~2~, CO~2~ and CO and predominantly originate from carbon corrosion and electrolyte degradation reactions as described elsewhere.[47](#celc201801146-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} There is a qualitative difference in the gassing behaviour during the cycling and floating steps. For instance, rapid pressure fluctuations are observed due to gas evolution/consumption reactions during charge/discharge cycling (Figure [2](#celc201801146-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A, and in *dP/dt* in Figure S2 in supplementary information), whereas a single gas evolution reaction appears to prevail during floating.[47](#celc201801146-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} The OEMS measurement merely confirms this and previous data (Figure S3A,B); regardless of the cut‐off voltage, gas evolving signals of CO and CO~2~ are detected in a fluctuation pattern during cycling. An exponential decay of gas evolution rate occurring under the voltage holding is in a line with the leakage current profile. In order to quantitatively evaluate the impact of either floating or cycling on the pressure increase rate we extracted the average irreversible pressure increase rate Δ*p* ^*F*^ and Δ*p* ^*C*^ during several floating and cycling steps (Figure [2](#celc201801146-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A), respectively, and plotted the results *vs*. cell cut‐off voltage (Figure [2](#celc201801146-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}B). The average pressure increase rate Δ*p~avg~* (in bar/min) is expected to be proportional to the average gas generation rate Δ*n* (in mol/min) via the ideal gas law (*Vol*, *R*, *T* assumed constant) according to Equation 1. The average gas generation rate Δ*n* is a result of voltage‐dependent side‐reactions and is thus expected to have an exponential dependence on the cell voltage *V* according to the Tafel‐equation:$${\Delta p}_{avg} \sim \Delta n\frac{RT}{Vol} \sim Ae^{B \bullet V}$$

![(A) Cell voltage (black solid lines), specific current (red solid lines), internal pressure (blue solid lines) profiles during accelerated ageing process proceeded with 5 galvanostatic cycles (0.2 A/g) and a floating voltage of 2.0 V at room temperature. Besides, the internal pressure profile of the EDLC cell without activated carbon electrode (Blank cell, green solid line) is included. (B) Correlation between the average pressure increase rate Δ*P~avg~* and the cell cut‐off voltage.](CELC-6-566-g002){#celc201801146-fig-0002}

The two empirical parameters A and B may thus be extracted from a fit of Equation 1 to Δ*p* ^*F*^ (Figure [2](#celc201801146-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}B, dashed black line, R^2^=0.98, A=2.3.10^−13^ bar/min, and B=11.1 V^−1^). Thereby, the voltage dependence of the gas generation mechanism during the floating step may be acquired and compared to the gas generation rate during the cycling sequence Δ*p* ^*C*^. Figure [2](#celc201801146-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}B shows the expected pressure increase rates (C Expected, in grey) if the gas generation mechanism during the cycling step would have an identical voltage‐dependence as the gas generation mechanism during the floating step. In fact, when their respective voltage dependencies are accounted for, the average gas generation rate during a cycling step is significantly higher than during a floating step. A partial explanation for the higher gas generation rate during cycling is the reformation of the carbon surface groups (\<0.6 V) occurring in every cycle -- a dynamic process that does not occur during a voltage hold. However, voltage floating at high cell polarization is significantly more efficient in generating gas per time unit (Figure [2](#celc201801146-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A), thus explaining the poorer performance of EDLCs subjected to floating conditions. In conclusion, despite the observation that the electrochemical cycling is harsher on the EDLC (when the average gas evolution rate is normalized with respect to applied average voltage), the electrochemical floating at the cut‐off voltage leads to a more rapid internal pressure build‐up and earlier failure of the EDLC.

*Ex‐situ* textural and chemical analysis of the carbon electrodes were performed in order to further evaluate the impact of EDLC ageing under cycling and floating conditions. Figure [3](#celc201801146-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A shows the time‐normalized change *dS~BET~/dt* in the specific surface areas of the positive and negative carbon electrodes. The pristine carbon electrodes have a large specific BET surface area of 1722 m^2^/g and a total pore volume *V~total~* of 0.72 cm^3^/g, which almost exclusively consist of micropores (*V~micro~*∼0.71 cm^3^/g). Regardless of the applied electrochemical ageing conditions, the surface area of the negative electrodes consistently increased whereas the area of the positive electrode decreased. Previous studies[47](#celc201801146-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"},[51](#celc201801146-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"},[56](#celc201801146-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#celc201801146-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#celc201801146-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"} confirmed that carbon negative electrode prefers to operate around hydrogen evolution equilibrium potential. Hydrogen electrosorption enhances the capacitance value by pseudocapacitive effects[59](#celc201801146-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#celc201801146-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}, [61](#celc201801146-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#celc201801146-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#celc201801146-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"} and enforces the positive electrode to operate at higher potentials in order to balance the additional charge accumulated in negative electrode. Nonetheless, electrolyte reduction (occurring after exceeding the hydrogen storage capacity) at the negative electrode (e.g. H~2~O+e^−^→$1/2$ H~2~+OH^−^) leads apart from H~2~ evolution to the formation of an alkaline environment[47](#celc201801146-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"},[64](#celc201801146-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#celc201801146-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} with highly active and mobile OH^‐^ specimen.[66](#celc201801146-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} pH measured for the electrolyte extracted from the negative electrode was in fact alkaline (ranging from 9.8 to 11.4, interestingly, the pH measured depended on the final voltage, not the procedure), while for positive electrode almost no change was observed (ca. 5.2 *vs*. 5.9 for initial solution). Chemical activation methods have been widely employed in modifying the textural and chemical characteristics of activated carbons during carbonisation process.[67](#celc201801146-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#celc201801146-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#celc201801146-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#celc201801146-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#celc201801146-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#celc201801146-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#celc201801146-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"} Alkali metals are well‐known to develop the microporosity during an activation process. In our case, we believe that the *in‐situ* formation of either LiOH or \[Li^+^\]\[OH^‐^\] promotes the increase in the negative electrode surface area by 'alkaline activation'; alkaline electrolyte has better tendency for micropore filling (lower surface tension) and thus the ions might penetrate the pores inaccessible in neutral environment. This idea might be supported by our observation during *operando* Raman experiments reported earlier: deformation of D bands during negative polarization in hydrogen evolution potential region suggested reversible hydrogen adsorption (confirmed by signals observed for C−H bonds) with charge transfer process.[51](#celc201801146-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, slight change in Raman shift for D band, accompanied by the increase of secondary reflections (2D) intensity indicate a change in the distance between graphene layers (or number of defects) in the electrode. On the macroscopic scale, this would result in increase of the surface area of the electrode. In contrast to our observation, Cericola et al. assumed that H~2~ evolution from the negative electrode could block the pores and result in the loss of S~BET.~ [45](#celc201801146-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} However, in their study, decomposition of water contamination (∼1000 ppm) in organic electrolyte (Et~4~NBF~4~ in propylene carbonate) possess certainly dissimilar chemical environment as the aqueous system. On the positive electrode, carbon surface group oxidation (e.g. (RCO)~2~O--4e^−^→2R+CO↑+CO~2~↑, *U*\>0.6 V) and carbon corrosion (e.g. C+2H~2~O--4e^−^→CO/CO~2~↑+4H^+^, *U*\>1.6 V) are two dominating processes[47](#celc201801146-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} which both rather appear to cause a reduction in the electrode surface area. In this place, we would like to point out that one should pay special attention in the cell configuration and possible sources of gas evolution in the system. It appears that once current collector is fully covered by the electrode material, hydrogen evolution overpotential is high and the process occurs with the hydrogen electrosorption as a subsequent step. However, once the current collector faces directly the electrolyte, hydrogen is easily evolved on the surface and might have a detrimental effect on the electrode. Although the 'hydrogen corrosion' is not the case for noble current collectors,[74](#celc201801146-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}, [75](#celc201801146-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}, [76](#celc201801146-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}, [77](#celc201801146-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}, [78](#celc201801146-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"} in case of stainless steel (316L and 304SU), it might additionally promote formation of protective layer[79](#celc201801146-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}, [80](#celc201801146-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}, [81](#celc201801146-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}, [82](#celc201801146-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}, [83](#celc201801146-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}, [84](#celc201801146-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}, [85](#celc201801146-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"} and then introduce another resistance to the system (observed most likely as ESR but also EDR increase). Interestingly, the postulated LiOH formation might also play a role in this process.[86](#celc201801146-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"} The performance decay during ageing, as observed in Figure [1](#celc201801146-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}, could therefore be largely governed by carbon corrosion induced surface area loss at the positive electrode.[42](#celc201801146-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} Figure [3](#celc201801146-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A further shows that the electrochemical floating conditions always had a much stronger impact on *dS/dt* than the cycling conditions, even when the average voltage difference is taken into consideration. Following the same line of argumentation as above, the more rapid performance loss induced by the voltage floating (compare Figure [1](#celc201801146-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A and B) could thus also be explained by the more extensive surface area loss of the positive electrode during floating than during cycling. Holding the voltage for an extended time most likely creates a more persistent chemical environment at negative (alkaline) and positive (acidic) electrodes, hence providing a more efficient weathering of the carbons.

![(A) Comparison of *dS/dt* (S~BET~ changes normalized with time) and (B) *dn~O~/dt* (oxygen content changes of carbon electrode normalized with time) for positive and negative electrodes aged during floating and cycling conditions, respectively. All galvanostatic cycling tests are at a specific current of 0.2 A/g, except the 1.6 V\* with 0.5 A/g.](CELC-6-566-g003){#celc201801146-fig-0003}

Interestingly, irrespective of the floating/cycling conditions, the negative electrode displays an inverse exponential increase in surface area with cut‐off voltage whereas the positive electrode displays a corresponding linear decrease (Figure [3](#celc201801146-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A, and Figure S4A). This observation is in line with the potential profiles of the electrodes in the symmetric system reported previously[51](#celc201801146-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} and indicates that once negative electrode reaches the hydrogen storage region, positive electrode balances it by elevating linearly the operating potential. This results in continuous electrode oxidation (boosted at higher system voltages). Furthermore, when the overpotential *η*≪RT/zF, one can get the proportional relation of *dS/dt*∼*j*∼k*η* (k=j~0~⋅zF/RT) according to the approximation of Butler‐Volmer equation. The linear decrease on the positive side indicates a different electrochemical kinetics compared with the negative electrode. A higher applied current during cycling does however appear to increase the extent of side‐reactions, and as a consequence also the *dS/dt* after cycling (0.5 A/g, Figure [3](#celc201801146-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A). Furthermore, worth noting is that changes in total pore volume *dV/dt* follow the same trend as the surface area (compare Figure [3](#celc201801146-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A and Figure S4B in Supp. info). Naturally, the surface area and volume of the micropores are intimately related.

Figure [3](#celc201801146-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}B shows the evolution of the surface oxygen content with respect to cut‐off voltage during the floating and cycling conditions. Irrespective of the ageing conditions, the positive electrode possesses a 4--5 times higher oxygen content compared to the negative electrode. Surface oxygenation/oxidation is an intermediate reaction step in the carbon corrosion process that occurs predominantly on the positive electrode during high cell polarizations.[47](#celc201801146-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} Increased number of surface oxygen‐based functionalities is also observed on the negative electrode with higher cut‐off voltages due to potential‐activated electrolyte degradation. Oxygen radicals O^.^/HO^.^ formed at the positive electrode could partly contribute to the oxygenation of the negative electrode by diffusing across the separator. The lower/higher increase in oxygen content of the positive/negative electrode with higher cut‐off voltage can largely be explained by the accompanying reduction/increase of surface area (Figure [3](#celc201801146-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A).

The amount of oxygen increased much more significantly during floating than during cycling, which again can be explained by the formation of a harsher alkaline/acidic environment at the negative/positive electrode during floating. Interestingly, the oxygen content of the positive electrode increased more significantly under higher current conditions (0.5 A/g), which could be related to the observation that electrolyte degradation rate is significantly higher during cycling than during floating at a cut‐off voltage of 1.6 V (compare *dP/dt* in Figure S2A,B).

3. Conclusions {#celc201801146-sec-0008}
==============

Aqueous EDLCs based on 1 mol/L Li~2~SO~4~ electrolyte and activated carbon electrodes were tested under both galvanostatic cycling and voltage holding. Ageing aspects including capacitance loss, EDR/ESR increase, variation of active surface areas, modification of surface functionalities, pressure build‐up, and gas evolution are characterized and analysed by *post‐mortem* and *operando* techniques. The major findings are summarized as following:

Specific surface area of carbon electrode (+) is decreasing during the galvanostatic cycling or the voltage holding process. In contrast, an increase of surface area occurs on the carbon electrode on the negative side (−).Hydrogen sorption or hydrogen evolution on the negatively polarized electrode results in the formation of OH^‐^, which serves as the activating agent for the development of porous structure. Thus, the negatively polarized electrode possesses an increased micropore volume *V~micro~*.Carbon corrosion is evidenced by the increased oxygen content of carbon electrode, carbon loss, and CO/CO~2~ gas evolution.Ageing phenomena, i.e., active surface loss, carbon oxidation, carbon corrosion, capacitance fading, cell impedance increase, and gas evolution, are accelerated at higher cell polarization *U*\>1.6 V. Repeated cycling appears to assist the depletion of oxygen species from the positively polarized electrode, especially in the mild cycling conditions, i.e., *U*\<1.6 V.Degradation processes of different nature occur on positively polarized carbon electrodes: Floating=direct carbon corrosion, Galvanostatic Cycling=reformation of surface groups combined with carbon corrosion.In general, time efficiency of ageing is higher for floating compared to cycling test. Repeated sequences combining a short‐term cycling and a long‐term voltage holding is recommended for speeding up the lifetime evaluation of EDLCs (until 80 % capacitance retention). Caution shall be taken to replace the conventional cycling test by other testing procedures completely.
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